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Abstract: Recent collapses and malfunctions of European bridges threatened the service conditions
of road networks and pointed out the need for robust procedures to mitigate the impact of mate-
rial degradation and overloading of existing bridges. Condition assessment of bridges remains a
challenging task, which could take advantage of cost-effective and reliable inspection strategies.
The advances in sensors as well as Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) ensure a
significant enhancement of the capabilities in recording and processing physical and mechanical data.
The present paper focuses on the paradigm of indirect vibration measurements for modal parameter
identification in operational conditions. It is very attractive because of the related opportunities of
application of dynamic tests as a tool for periodic inspections while significantly mitigating their
impact on the traffic flow. In this framework the instrumented vehicle acts as a dynamic measurement
device for periodic inspections and provides valuable information on the structural response of the
bridge at a low-cost. Vehicle-bridge interaction models are here applied to realistically simulate the
traffic-induced vibration response of bridges and assess the accuracy of modal parameter estimates
obtained from indirect vibration measurements characterized by different noise levels.

Keywords: operational modal analysis; bridge inspection; vehicle-bridge interaction

1. Introduction

Structural malfunctions and collapses of bridges frequently occurred in many Eu-
ropean Countries in recent years pointing out the need of enhancing the approaches to
structural assessment and maintenance of existing bridges. In particular, the collapse of
the Polcevera bridge in Italy, designed by Riccardo Morandi, erected in the 1960 s and
collapsed on 14 August 2018 [1], gave a significant impulse to the renewal of the regulatory
framework associated to the inspection, maintenance and condition assessment of existing
bridges that resulted in the recent publication of national guidelines for safety assessment
and structural monitoring of road and highway bridges [2].

The Italian guidelines present a comprehensive approach to the risk assessment and
safety evaluation of road bridges, and remark the role that Structural Health Monitor-
ing (SHM) can play in the process. In particular, they recommend dynamic testing for
quantitative risk assessment and safety evaluation.

Operational Modal Analysis (OMA) [3] is nowadays the favourite option for dynamic
identification and monitoring of bridges because tests are relatively fast and simple, and
automated OMA techniques [4,5] can be profitably used as modal information engine in the
context of modal-based SHM [6]. However, indirect measurements [7] are rarely processed
for modal parameter identification of bridges, in spite of the potential significant advantage
in terms of integration of OMA with periodic inspections and the related cost and time
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savings. In this context, it is worth remarking that, while modal properties can be used
also to assess the condition of bridges, modal-based damage detection is out of the scope
of the present work, and no specific investigations have been carried out in that field based
on the results of modal parameter identification from indirect vibration measurements.
Nevertheless, the present study shows that indirect measurements can be considered as a
way to complement the usual in-situ investigations aimed at structural assessment.

While direct methods for modal parameter identification [8] require the use of dedi-
cated instrumentation, often consisting of many sensors directly deployed on the investi-
gated structure according to sometimes not obvious layouts [9,10], indirect measurements
collected by sensors mounted on cars might represent a valuable alternative to get the
modal characteristics of bridges [7]. Moreover, indirect methods have the potential of
opening the way to new frontiers of dynamic identification, since they well fit the basic
features of the crowdsensing framework [11,12], so that many issues of direct methods can
be overrun. Based on current trends in the field of automotive, more and more vehicles are
indeed equipped with sensors, such as accelerometers, which could potentially yield huge
amounts of vibration data.

The applicative perspectives of indirect methods have been investigated over the years
focusing the attention on theoretical models of the dynamic response of bridges subjected
to moving vehicles. The latter have been modelled at different levels of detail ranging
from simple forces or masses up to dynamic models reproducing the behaviour of vehicles
passing on the bridge, also known as vehicle-bridge interaction (VBI) models [13–17].

The availability of VBI models paved the way towards the development of indirect
modal identification techniques based on the analysis of data collected by moving vehicles
on the bridge [18,19]. The instrumented vehicle was schematically represented as a sprung-
mass model, and it acted at the same time as excitation system as well as data acquisition
system moving on the bridge. Tests were performed considering different travel speeds in
the presence and absence of traffic and it was possible to demonstrate how in the majority
of cases the first natural frequency of vibration of the system was identified. Further
developments of the methodology [20,21] concerned the application of more refined data
processing techniques based on Empirical Mode Decomposition to identify a greater
number of modes. However, these studies confirm that the reliable identification of the
natural frequencies of bridges by moving vehicles is very challenging and still an open
issue because of problems related to the analysis of very short records resulting in an
insufficient frequency resolution; non-linearities and non-stationarities further jeopardize
the applicability of classical OMA methods. In addition, the roughness of the road profile
may introduce spurious frequencies polluting the collected signals and making the reliable
estimation of the natural frequencies of the investigated bridge very difficult.

The influence of vehicle speed, damping ratios and road roughness profile on the
accuracy and reliability of natural frequencies extracted from indirect measurements has
been further investigated in [22,23], confirming that, in the presence of short records and
strong disturbances deriving from the roughness of the road surface, the identification of
the first vibration frequency is often very difficult. In particular, those studies demonstrated
how the speed of the vehicle, that directly influences the record length, turns out to be a
crucial parameter for having adequate frequency resolution.

Malekjafarian et al. [24,25] applied the Frequency Domain Decomposition (FDD)
technique to process vibration measurements carried out by a vehicle moving on a bridge.
They found that the vibration frequencies of the vehicle might be dominant in the collected
signals, thus hiding the vibration frequencies of the bridge.

Siringoringo et al. [26] described the experimental test performed on a real bridge
to compare the results of modal identification from ambient vibration measurements
and impact tests with those obtained from records collected by a vehicle moving on
the bridge. The latter measurements were interpreted according to a novel VBI model
developed by the Authors. Results confirmed that only at low vehicle speeds it is possible
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to achieve adequate frequency resolution for the estimation with sufficient accuracy of the
first vibration frequency of the bridge.

The above-mentioned references confirm that, even if indirect measurements are
definitely attractive for estimating the dynamic properties of bridges, short record durations
are often a significant limitation to their application. Thus, the present paper considers
the use of indirect measurements from a different perspective, primarily associated to the
development of periodic inspections made by specialised technical personnel. In such
an operational perspective, cars and other service vehicles are commonly used to move
along the road network: thus, the objective of this study is the assessment of the quality of
modal parameter estimates obtained from indirect measurements of the vibration response
of the tested bridge by means of instrumented vehicles at rest on the bridge itself. This
approach allows the collection of sufficiently long records while making the execution of
OMA tests faster by skipping the sensor installation phase. In addition, the mobility of the
vehicle can be exploited to perform multiple tests on different bridges of the network in a
relatively short time, thus reducing the costs associated to traffic control and limitation,
or even downtime, for the execution of the dynamic tests. On the other hand, having
different dynamic systems in series makes the identification of the modal properties of the
investigated bridge particularly challenging due to the superposition of the responses of the
bridge and the instrumented vehicle, with the vibration response of the bridge representing
one of the excitation sources for the vehicle and having a spectral distribution of its own
related to the modal characteristics of the bridge and possible dominant frequencies in
the unmeasured excitation system [27,28]. Thus, in order to demonstrate that the modal
parameters of a bridge can be obtained from indirect measurements of its vibration response
through an instrumented vehicle at rest on the bridge, the response of the latter needs
to be realistically simulated. To this aim, the present proof-of-concept exploits one VBI
model (among those available in the literature) to simulate the dynamic response of the
instrumented vehicle and the tested bridge under the excitation of vehicles traveling
on the bridge, taking into account the influence of road surface and additional noise
sources [29,30].

The paper is organized as follows. The VBI model of a single vehicle moving along
the bridge and its generalization to the case of multiple vehicles passing on the bridge
are briefly introduced in Section 2. The VBI model is used to realistically simulate the
response of the bridge under passing vehicles, which represent the major excitation under
operational conditions. In order to make the simulations as much realistic as possible, road
roughness profiles have been also included into the generalized VBI model. In addition,
instrumented vehicles at rest on the bridge are considered to simulate indirect vibration
measurements. After summarizing the main parameters of the adopted VBI model, the
simulated data are processed in Section 3 with the aim of assessing the accuracy of modal
parameter estimates obtained from the indirect measurements of the bridge response. The
bridge is subjected to random vehicular traffic and its vibration response is measured by
means of instrumented vehicles at rest on the bridge; the influence of noise on modal
identification results is evaluated. Relevant findings of the study are finally summarized in
the Conclusions.

2. Generalized VBI Model for the Simulation of the Vibration Response of the Bridge
under Random Passages of Vehicles with Random Characteristics

This section summarizes relevant theoretical aspects and models adopted to simulate
the bridge response under moving vehicles interacting with it. The numerical solution
of the problem is pursued by defining the matrix equations governing the basic beam
elements, assembled afterwards to generate the global matrix equation of the structure.
The approach is consistent with Finite Element Method (FEM), so the process is addressed
as FEM analysis of the beam in the following.

The VBI model of a single vehicle passing on the bridge (the interested reader can
refer to [31,32] for a more detailed illustration of the model, which is here just summarized)
is introduced, first; the generalization of the equations of motions to simulate passages of
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multiple vehicles on the structure and the roughness of the road profile in agreement with
the ISO 8608 standard [33] is illustrated afterwards. While more detailed models are also
available in the literature, the selected VBI model represents a good compromise between
simplicity on one hand, and completeness and fair accuracy on the other hand. The theo-
retical background of the model is herein described in detail for the sake of completeness
and because it represents the basis for its extension to simulate traffic induced vibrations of
the bridge due to random accesses of multiple vehicles with random characteristics and
belonging to two different classes, which represents one of the technical contributions of
the present paper as discussed in Section 3.

The model of a simply supported beam subjected to the passage of a single moving
vehicle [34] (Figure 1) is here considered; the assumption about the structural configuration
does not limit the generality of the discussion provided that the boundary conditions are
adapted to different case studies.
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From a dynamic standpoint, a sprung mass model can be adopted for a vehicle that
moves along the bridge. This model consists of two lumped masses, one (mv) representing
the mass of the upper part of the vehicle, and one (mw) associated to the wheels. The
two masses are connected by a spring and a dashpot representing the vehicle suspensions.
Considering a single vehicle moving on the beam with constant speed η, the equation of
motion is:

mv
..
qv + cv

( .
qv −

.
qw −

.
rc
)
+ kv(qv − qw − rc) = 0 (1)

where mv, cv, kv are respectively the sprung mass, the damping coefficient and the stiffness
of the vehicle, and

..
qv,

.
qv, qv are respectively the vertical acceleration, the velocity and the

displacement of the vehicle;
.
qw, qw are respectively the vertical velocity and displacement

of the vehicle wheels, and rc and
.
rc represent the displacements due to the roughness of the

road surface and its time derivative. Considering the equilibrium of forces at the contact
point between the vehicle and the beam, which can be identified by the spatial coordinate
xc(t), the equation of motion can be expressed as:

mw
..
qw = fc + cv

( .
qv −

.
qw −

.
rc
)
+ kv(qv − qw − rc) (2)

where fc represents the contact force. Assuming perfect contact between the two systems
and including the cubic Hermitian shape functions {N} and the bridge displacement vector
{u b} in the problem, the following relations can be written:

qw = {N}T{ub} (3)

.
qw = {N}T{ .

ub
}
+ η

{
N′
}T{ub} (4)
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..
qw = {N}T{ ..

ub
}
+ 2η

{
N′
}T{ .

ub
}
+ η2{N′′

}T{ub} (5)

where the superscripts ′ and ′′ respectively represent the first and second derivatives with
respect to the spatial coordinate x, with:

d{N}
dt

=
d{N}

dx
dx
dt

= η
d{N}

dx
(6)

The vector holding the cubic Hermitian shape functions can be expressed as:

{N}T = {0 . . . {H(xc(t), t)} . . . 0} (7)

Replacing Equations (3)–(5) into Equation (1) and isolating the terms associated with
the bridge displacement and velocity one obtains:

mv
..
qv + cv

( .
qv −

.
rc
)
+ kv(qv − rc)− cv{N}T{ .

ub
}
− (cvη

{
N′
}T

+ kv {N}T){ub} = 0 (8)

In a similar way, inserting Equations (3)–(5) into Equation (2) the contact force value
can be obtained as follows:

fc = mw{N}T{ ..
ub
}
+ (2mwη

{
N′
}T

+ cv{N}T)
{ .

ub
}
+ (mwη2{N′′

}T
+ cvη

{
N′
}T

+ kv {N}T){ub} − cv
( .
qv −

.
rc
)
kv(qv − rc) (9)

Taking into account that the equation of motion associated with the beam can be
expressed as:

[mb]
{ ..

ub
}
+ [cb]

{ .
ub
}
+ [kb]{ub} = −(fc + mwg + mvg){N} (10)

where [mb], [cb] and [kb] are respectively the mass, damping and stiffness matrix of the
beam, while the symbol g is used to indicate the acceleration of gravity, and inserting
Equation (9) into Equation (10), the following equation is obtained:

([mb] + mw{N}T{N})
{ ..

ub
}
+ ([cb] + 2mwη

{
N′
}T{N}+ cv{N}T{N})

{ .
rb
}
+ ([kb] + mwη2{N′′

}T{N}
+cvη

{
N′
}T{N}+ kv {N}T{N}){ub} = kv(qv − rc){N}+ cv

( .
qv −

.
rc
)
{N} − g(mw + mv){N}

(11)

Expressing the first-time derivative of the road surface roughness as follows:

.
rc(x) =

drc(x)
dx

dx
dt

= η
drc(x)

dx
(12)

the equation of motion in matrix notation of the whole system can be written as:[
mv 0
0 [mb] + mw{N}T{N}

]{ ..
qv{ ..
ub
} }+

[
cv −cv{N}T

−cv{N} [cb] + 2mwη
{

N′
}T{N}+ cv{N}T{N}

]{ .
qv{ .
ub
} }

+

[
kv −kv{N}T − cvη

{
N′
}T

−kv{N} [kb] + mwη2{N′′
}T{N}+ cvη

{
N′
}T{N}+ kv{N}T{N}

]{
qv
{ub}

}
=

{
ηrccv + rckv

−ηrccv{N} − rckv{N} − g(mw + mv){N}

} (13)

The present model can be generalized to simulate the dynamic response of a bridge
span in the case of random passages of multiple vehicles at constant speed [35]. Assuming
that the mechanical characteristics of the i-th vehicle moving at constant speed ηi are
identified as mvi, cvi, kvi and mwi, on the analogy with the previously adopted symbols,
the position, velocity and acceleration of the s vehicles moving along the bridge can be
gathered in the following vectors:

{qv} =
{

qv1, qv2, · · · , qvs
}T (14)
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{ .
qv
}
=
{ .

qv1,
.
qv2, · · · ,

.
qvs
}T (15){ ..

qv
}
=
{ ..

qv1,
..
qv2, · · · ,

..
qvs
}T (16)

Given the mechanical parameters and the mutual distance between two consecutive
vehicles, it is possible to evaluate, for each time instant, the spatial coordinate xci(t) repre-
senting the distance travelled by the i-th vehicle on the bridge. The cubic Hermitian shape
function for the i-th vehicle can be defined as follows:

{Ni}T = {0 . . . {H(xci(t), t)} . . . 0} (17)

Under the assumption that each vehicle is coupled to the beam by its contact force,
the equation of motion of the whole system can be expressed as:[

[Mvv] [Mvb]
[Mbv] [Mbb]

]{ { ..
qv
}{ ..

ub
} }+

[
[Dvv] [Dvb]
[Dbv] [Dbb]

]{ { .
qv
}{ .

ub
} }+

[
[Kvv] [Kvb]
[Kbv] [Kbb]

]{
{qv}
{ub}

}
=

{
{fv}
{fb}

}
(18)

or, in more compact matrix notation, as:[
Msys

]{ ..
qsys

}
+
[
Dsys

]{ .
qsys

}
+
[
Ksys

]{
qsys

}
=
{

Fsys
}

(19)

where
[
Msys

]
,
[
Dsys

]
,
[
Ksys

]
are the (s + p) × (s + p) mass, damping and stiffness

matrices of the coupled vehicle-structure system, respectively, with s the total number of
vehicles, while p denotes the number of degrees of freedom (DOFs) resulting from the
finite element discretization of the beam representing the generic bridge span;

{ ..
qsys

}
,{ .

qsys

}
and

{
qsys

}
are the (s + p) × 1 vectors representing the accelerations, velocities,

and displacements of the whole system, respectively, and
{

Fsys
}

is the (s + p) × 1 force
vector. The sub-matrices associated with the vehicles DOFs in Equation (18) are:

[Mvv] =

 mv1 · · · 0
...

. . .
...

0 · · · mvs

 (20)

[Dvv] =

 cv1 · · · 0
...

. . .
...

0 · · · cvs

 (21)

[Kvv] =

 kv1 · · · 0
...

. . .
...

0 · · · kvs

 (22)

while the sub-matrices associated with the bridge DOFs can be computed as:

[Mbb] = [mb] +
s

∑
i=1

mwi{Ni}{Ni}T (23)

[Dbb] = [cb] +
s

∑
i=1

2mwiηi
{

N′i
}
{Ni}T + cvi{Ni}{Ni}T (24)

[Kbb] = [kb] +
s

∑
i=1

mwiη
2
i
{

N′′i
}
{Ni}T + cviηi

{
N′i
}
{Ni}T + kvi{Ni}{Ni}T (25)

The coupling between the beam and the s vehicles is expressed by the following
equations:

[Mvb] = [0] = [Mbv] (26)
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Dvb(i,∗) = −cvi{Ni}T (27)

Dbv(∗,i) = −cvi{Ni} (28)

Kvb(i,∗) = −kvi{Ni}T − cviηi
{

N′i
}T (29)

[Mvb] = [0] = [Mbv] (30)

where the subscripts mark the correspondence with the submatrices of Equation (18), and
the symbol ∗ denotes the entire row or column of the matrix. Finally, the load vector can be
expressed as:

fvi = cvirciηi + kvirci (31)

{fb} = −
s

∑
i=1

cvirciηi{Ni}+ kvirci{Ni}+ g(mwi + mvi){Ni} (32)

Once the system of differential equations describing the dynamic behaviour of the
systems has been defined, it can be solved by numerical methods.

In order to make the simulations as much realistic as possible, the road roughness
profile should be also included in the model. The ISO 8608 Standard reports a procedure
for the generation of the road roughness profiles. Eight classes of profiles are identified,
ranging from the best (Class A) to the worst (Class H) road roughness. Based on the ISO
8608 Standard, the power spectral density (PSD) Gd(n) for the desired profile class can be
computed as:

Gd(n) = Gd(n0)

(
n
n0

)−2
(33)

where n is the spatial frequency per meter, n0 = 0.1 cycle
m , and the value of Gd(n 0) is

reported in the ISO 8608 Standard as a function of the class of roughness. The road
roughness profile can be generated afterwards through the following expression [36]:

r(x) =
Q

∑
i=1

di cos(nix + Θi) (34)

where ni is the i-th spatial frequency, Θi is the random phase angle, and di is the i-th
amplitude computed as follows:

di =
√

2Gd(n)∆n (35)

with ∆n denoting the sampling interval of the spatial frequency.
For the sake of clarity, a table listing the symbols used in the above section is provided

in the Appendix A.

3. Modal Identification Results from Simulated Indirect Measurements
3.1. Simulation Parameters

The VBI model introduced in the previous section is herein applied to simulate the
traffic induced vibration response of the bridge and its indirect measure through one or
more instrumented vehicles parked on it. The simulated traffic induced vibrations are
processed to assess the reliability and accuracy of modal parameter estimates obtained
from indirect measurements collected by instrumented vehicle resting at given position.
One-way motion of vehicles along the bridge is considered in the following; so, at the
current stage, only road bridges consisting of two independent structures (one for each
traffic direction) are analyzed. Nevertheless, as far as the Authors know, the extension of
the VBI model to simulate traffic induced vibrations of the bridge due to random accesses
of multiple vehicles with random characteristics and belonging to two different classes
for modal identification based on indirect measurements is not reported in the literature
and represents one of the main contributions of the present paper. In this perspective, it is
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worth noting that the generalized model shows relevant differences in terms of loading
conditions and dynamics of the system with respect to the model simulating the bridge
vibrations induced by trains consisting of a number of coaches placed at given distance
and traveling at the same speed [15,37].

The modal properties of the bridge are estimated after having generated the time series
of simulated indirect measurements. In order to simulate realistic inspection conditions, a
few instrumented vehicles are considered. In the present proof-of-concept three vehicles
are assumed to be resting on the bridge to demonstrate the effectiveness of the method
and the possibility to get a rough estimation of the bridge mode shapes. The positions of
the instrumented vehicles are assumed to be equally spaced at the quarters of the total
length of the beam, while the moving vehicles acting as excitation source for the bridge are
travelling at randomly selected constant velocities.

The discretization of the structure consisted of 60 Timoshenko beam finite elements [38],
while the equations of motion were solved by using the Generalized-α method, with
αm = 1

2 and αf =
1
2 and a time step ∆t of 0.002 s. In agreement with well-established OMA

good practices, the total duration of the acceleration records was longer than one thousand
times the fundamental period of the structure [39]. Road roughness has been introduced
into the VBI model to simulate as much realistically as possible the traffic induced vibration
response of the bridge. Gaussian white noise has been added afterwards to the simulated
dataset in order to assess the influence of measurement noise on the accuracy of estimates
obtained from indirect measurements.

The FDD method has been applied for modal parameter estimation. It is a frequency
domain, non-parametric method based on the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) of the
output PSD matrix. Structural resonances are identified from the singular value plots by
peak picking; the corresponding singular vectors are good estimates of the correspond-
ing mode shapes [40]. Hanning window and 50% overlap have been adopted in the
computation of PSDs, resulting in a frequency resolution of 0.06 Hz.

The bridge considered in the simulations was schematized as a simply supported
beam whose mechanical and geometric characteristics are shown in Table 1. They yield the
values of the fundamental natural frequencies reported in Table 2.

Table 1. Geometry and material properties of the simply supported beam.

Length L
(m)

Moment
of Inertia I

(m4)

Cross
Section
Area A

(m2)

Young’s
Modulus
E (GPa)

Material
Density ρ

(kg/m3)

Mass Per
Unit

Length m
(kg/m)

Shear
Area As

(m2)

30.00 2.71 7.30 35.22 2548.50 18604.05 2.40

Table 2. Fundamental natural frequencies of the beam.

Mode Natural Frequency (Hz)

I 3.90
II 14.95
III 31.61

Rayleigh damping was assumed, and the model coefficients were obtained by consid-
ering a damping ratio of 1% for the first and the third mode.

The characteristics of the instrumented vehicles are shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Properties of the instrumented vehicles.

Mass mv (kg) Stiffness kv (kN/m) Damping Coefficient
cv (kN.s/m) Wheel Mass mw (kg)

1500.00 20.00 3.00 50
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Traffic on bridges is usually characterized by a variable number of vehicles with different
dynamic characteristics. Hence, the characterization of traffic as a random phenomenon is
performed by referring to the theory of probability. In the simulation of traffic induced vibrations
of the bridge two groups of vehicles are considered: the first is representative of cars (small mass
vehicles), while the second is representative of trucks (large mass vehicles). For each moving
vehicle, its characteristics in terms of velocity, mass, damping, stiffness, wheel mass and mutual
distance from the preceding vehicle have been randomly selected from uniform probability
distributions. The upper and lower bounds of the characteristics of the two groups of vehicles
defining the corresponding uniform probability distributions are reported in Table 4.

Table 4. Lower and upper bounds of the properties of cars and trucks moving on the bridge.

Vehicle Group Velocity (m/s) Mass (kg) Stiffness (kN/m) Damping
(kN.s/m)

Mutual Distance
(m)

Cars 20.00–30.00 1000.00–3000.00 15.00–40.00 2.00–5.00 20.00–50.00
Trucks 15.00–25.00 5000.00–20,000.00 200.00–500.00 5.00–10.00 20.00–50.00

The masses of the wheels are kept fixed and equal to 50 kg for the cars and 100 kg
for the trucks. In each simulation, a total number of 900 moving vehicles are considered,
with a 1:1 ratio of vehicles belonging to the two different groups (450 cars and 450 trucks).
Furthermore, since the vehicles in the starting conditions are not at rest, the arrival speed
of the individual vehicle and the road roughness before entering the bridge have to be
accounted for. To this aim, additional road segments were added before and after the
bridge with length equal to the bridge span. Meanwhile, the mutual distance between
two consecutive vehicles is the stretch of road that has to be travelled by the vehicle i-th in
order for the vehicle i+1-th to start on the road segment that precedes the beam. Of course,
given the different velocities involved, overtaking between vehicles is allowed.

The illustration of the simulation parameters allows to remark how an extensive
definition of noise as disturbing signals is considered in this study, taking into the effect of
increasing noise levels in the data (simulating the measurement noise and other random
disturbances) as well as the need of discriminating the bridge modal characteristics from
those of the instrumented vehicle. In addition, the relevant factors influencing the VBI (the
road roughness, the different characteristics and velocities of vehicles randomly travelling
on the simulated bridge, the initial velocity of travelling vehicles when approaching the
bridge) are explicitly taken into account in the simulations.

3.2. Modal Identification Results

The traffic induced vibration response of the bridge has been simulated in the absence of road
roughness and noise, first, in order to assess the effectiveness of the method in ideal conditions.
The time histories of the accelerations measured by the instrumented vehicles (Figure 2) were
1460 s long: over the considered time window 900 vehicles were passing on the bridge.

The singular value plots (Figure 3) obtained by applying FDD to the simulated data
clearly show the superposition of the responses of the vehicle (characterized by the peak
frequency of 0.6 Hz) and of the bridge. Nevertheless, if the dynamic properties of the vehicle
at rest are known (for instance, because they have been preliminary obtained from a specific
test), the natural frequencies of the bridge can be effectively identified and discriminated
from the peaks associated to the response of the instrumented vehicle. Moreover, assuming
that the measurements carried out by different vehicles are synchronized (for instance, by
GPS signal), also the mode shapes of the bridge can be accurately estimated (Figure 4).

The road roughness has been introduced in the model, afterwards, in order to more
realistically simulate the traffic induced vibration response of the bridge. Road roughness
profiles of Class A, B, and C have been considered and modelled in agreement with the ISO
8608 Standard, which provides the values of Gd(n0) reported in Table 5 for the considered
road profiles.
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Table 5. Values of Gd(n0) for the considered road roughness profiles according to ISO 8608.

Profile Class Gd(n0)·10−6 ( m3

cycle )

A 16
B 64
C 256

The simulated road roughness profiles for Class A, B, and C are shown in Figure 5,
where the bridge corresponds to the middle part of the plots (from 30 m to 60 m), while the
outer parts of the plots refer to the road segments introduced before and after the bridge to
account for the effect of road roughness on the dynamic response of vehicles while entering
the bridge.
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The traffic induced vibration response of the bridge has been simulated for the three
different road profiles and increasing noise levels (10%, 20%, and 30%) in order to assess
the performance of output-only modal identification from indirect measurements char-
acterized by different signal-to-noise ratio. Gaussian white noise was therefore added
to the simulated time series to account for the effect of measurement noise. While the
results were consistent independently of the road profile, the presence of noise limited the
identifiability of higher modes (Table 6). In particular, the influence of increasing noise level
in the data can be appreciated in Figure 6, showing the rise of the noise floor at increasing
noise percentage. The obtained results remark the promising applicative perspectives of
indirect measurements for the identification of the fundamental modal parameters by OMA
techniques. However, the identifiability of higher, weakly excited modes appears limited
even in the presence of relatively low noise level. In addition, the superposition of the
dynamic responses of the instrumented vehicle and of the bridge requires the preliminary
characterization of the dynamic properties of the vehicle and sensors characterized by high
dynamic range in order to resolve with adequate accuracy the dominant response of the
instrumented vehicle as well as the (typically low amplitude) response of the bridge.

In spite of the above-mentioned limitations, which can be easily overcome by preliminary
dynamic testing of the instrumented vehicle (to characterize its dynamic response at ground)
and adequate choice of sensors (above all in terms of dynamic range), the use of indirect
measurements for OMA of bridges appears very attractive because tests become faster while
minimizing the interference with the operating bridge as well as the risks related to sensor
installation on a bridge open to traffic. Moreover, the obtained results confirm the effectiveness
of the technique and the accuracy of estimates, at least with reference to the fundamental
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modes. Finally, if measurements carried out by multiple vehicles are GPS synchronized,
accurate mode shape estimates (Table 7) can be obtained, too. Thus, OMA based on indirect
vibration measurements by instrumented vehicles can be considered as a profitable alternative
for dynamic testing of bridges in operational conditions.

Table 6. Comparisons between the theoretical natural frequencies of the bridge and the identified
values in the presence of road roughness (Class A) and increasing noise levels affecting the data.

Natural
Frequency. Theoretical No Noise 10% Noise 20% Noise 30% Noise

f1 (Hz) 3.90 3.90 3.90 3.90 3.90
f2 (Hz) 14.95 14.88 14.88 14.88 14.88
f3 (Hz) 31.61 31.14 31.14 31.14 undetected
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Table 7. Comparisons between the theoretical normalized modal displacements of the bridge and the
identified values in the presence of road roughness (Class A) and increasing noise levels affecting the data.

Instrumented Vehicle
Position Theoretical No Noise 10% Noise 20% Noise 30% Noise

MODE I

7.50 m 0.71 0.71 0.71 0.71 0.71
15.00 m 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
22.50 m 0.71 0.71 0.71 0.71 0.71

MODE II

7.50 m −1.00 −1.00 −0.99 −0.97 −0.96
15.00 m 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.03
22.50 m 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

MODE III

7.50 m 0.71 0.71 0.71 0.70 undetected
15.00 m −1.00 −1.00 −1.00 −1.00 undetected
22.50 m 0.71 0.70 0.70 0.69 undetected
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4. Conclusions

The present paper reports the outcomes of a theoretical study aimed at assessing the
performance of vehicles equipped with acceleration sensors as indirect measurement de-
vices for OMA of bridges. The analysis has been carried out by applying a well-established
OMA technique to the signals generated by a VBI model under random passages and
characteristics of the multiple vehicles travelling on the bridge. The simulation of the traffic
induced vibration response of the bridge under the random loading of multiple vehicles
with different characteristics and including the effect of road roughness represents one of
the contributions of the present study aimed at assessing the identifiability of the funda-
mental modes of bridges from indirect records of the structural response at increasing noise
levels. The study started from recognizing that, for the usual bridge spans, the duration of
vibration records collected by moving vehicles yields very poor frequency resolution in
spectral analysis: as a consequence, attention has been focused on indirect measurements
collected by vehicles at rest on the tested bridge; such sensor equipped vehicles might be
the cars used by bridge inspectors for the periodic in-situ checks. The main findings of the
study are here summarized:

• the data collected by the instrumented vehicles can be profitably processed to extract
the fundamental modal properties of bridges in a fast and convenient way during
periodic inspections with minimal interference on bridge operation;

• indirect measurements of the bridge response by instrumented vehicles at rest can be
of adequate duration to ensure a fine frequency resolution in spectral analysis;

• accurate natural frequency and even mode shape estimates (if data from multiple
vehicles are synchronized) can be obtained, at least with reference to the fundamental
modes, while the identifiability of higher, weakly excited modes appears limited even
in the presence of relatively low noise level;

• the superposition of the dynamic responses of the instrumented vehicle and of the
bridge requires the preliminary characterization of the dynamic properties of the
vehicle and sensors characterized by high dynamic range in order to resolve with
adequate accuracy the dominant response of the instrumented vehicle as well as the
(typically low amplitude) response of the bridge.
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Appendix A

Table A1. List of symbols.

Symbol Description

x Horizontal axis of the beam reference system
xc Spatial coordinate where the contact between the two systems occurs
η Velocity of the vehicle moving along the beam

mv Vehicle mass
cv Vehicle damping coefficient
kv Vehicle stiffness

mw Wheel mass
qv,

.
qv,

..
qv Displacement, velocity and acceleration of the vehicle along the vertical DOF

qw,
.
qw,

..
qw Displacement, velocity and acceleration of the wheel along the vertical DOF

rc Displacement due to the road roughness at the spatial coordinate xc
.
rc Derivative with respect to time of the displacement due to the road roughness at

the spatial coordinate xc
{ub},

{ .
ub
}

,
{ ..

ub
}

Displacement, velocity and acceleration vectors of the beam
[mb] Beam mass matrix
[cb] Beam damping matrix
[kb] Beam stiffness matrix

{N},
{

N′
}

,
{

N′′
}

Hermitian shape function vectors and its first and sec ond derivatives with respect to x
g Acceleration of gravity
s Number of vehicles
p Number of beam DOFs

xci Spatial coordinate where the contact between the i-th vehicle and the beam occurs
ηi Velocity of the i-th vehicle moving along the beam

mvi Mass of the i-th vehicle
cvi Damping coefficient of the i-th vehicle
kvi Stiffness of the i-th vehicle

mwi Wheel mass of the i-th vehicle
{qv},

{ .
qv
}

,
{ ..

qv
}

Displacement, velocity and acceleration vectors of the s vehicles along the vertical DOF
rci Displacement due to the road roughness at the spatial coordinate xci

{Ni},
{

N′i
}

,
{

N′′i
} Hermitian shape function vectors and its first and sec ond derivatives with respect to x of the i-th

vehicle
[Mvv] Mass sub-matrix associated with the vehicles DOFs
[Dvv] Damping sub-matrix associated with the vehicles DOFs
[Kvv] Stiffness sub-matrix associated with the vehicles DOFs
[Mbb] Mass sub-matrix associated with the beam DOFs
[Dbb] Damping sub-matrix associated with the beam DOFs
[Kbb] Stiffness sub-matrix associated with the beam DOFs

[Mbv], [Mvb] Mass sub-matrices given by the coupling between the beam and the vehicles
[Dbv], [Dvb] Damping sub-matrices given by the coupling between the beam and the vehicles
[Kbv], [Kvb] Stiffness sub-matrices given by the coupling between the beam and the vehicles
{fv} Force sub-vector associated with the vehicles
fvi i− th component of {fv}
{fb} Force sub-vector associated with the beam[
Msys

]
Mass matrix of the whole system[

Dsys
]

Damping matrix of the whole system[
Ksys

]
Stiffness matrix of the whole system{

qsys

}
,
{ .

qsys

}
,
{ ..

qsys

}
Displacement, velocity and acceleration vectors of the whole system{

Fsys
}

Force vector of the whole system
Gd Displacement PSD of the road roughness profile
n Spatial frequency per meter
n0 Reference spatial frequency
r Road roughness profile
P Number of cosine wave in road profile approximation
di i-th road roughness amplitude
ni i-th spatial frequency per meter
θi i-th random phase angle
∆n Sampling interval of the spatial frequency
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